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We recommend to all of our partners and customers using Azure 
Blockchain Service that they make use of Web3 Labs’ Epirus for 
its exceptional user experience and insights it provides.

+ Create custom labels for 
addresses and accounts

+ Clean layout designed for both 
business and technical users

+ Unique insights with filtering and 
sorting

Powerful User Experience

+ Easily develop reports to 
provide business driven insights 
into your blockchain applications

+ Dashboard provides accessible 
view of key metrics 

+ Exposes powerful API

Business Intelligence and 
Reporting

+ Behavior of live smart contracts 
can easily be explored by operations 
team

+ Smart contract management  
and monitoring

+ Gather and track critical 
transaction data & tokenized assets

Manage Blockchain Assets

A rich environment  
supporting your  

blockchain deployments

Easily navigate your tokens 

and smart contract assets

Intuitive user experience 
Advanced search,  

filtering and  
sorting capabilities

    A successful blockchain deployment relies on more 
than smart contracts, you need full visibility of your 
applications and a great user experience. Epirus for 
Azure Blockchain Service provides this, enabling you 
to make fast and informed decisions that affect your 
business.

Essential insights for your blockchain

Epirus - The Azure  
Blockchain Service Explorer

Principal Architect,  
Azure Blockchain Engineering

Marley Grey
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Executive Director
Ron Resnick
In this nascent domain that is heavily focused on the technology, Web3 

Labs bring key business focussed solutions that will benefit blockchain 
technology innovation.

We chose to work with Web3 Labs due to their significant expertise  
in blockchain technology and major contributions they have made  
to the industry.

Founder, CEO
Matthew Spoke


Why Customers Choose Web3 Labs

+ Epirus runs within your existing Azure subscription

+ Data resides on Azure Managed Disks

+ Take full advantage of Azure security features

Control your data

+ Visibility of all private blockchain assets and transactions

+ The only blockchain explorer that supports private 

transactions in Azure Blockchain Service and Quorum networks

Full support of private transactions

+ No developer support required to view your blockchain

+ Clearly defined key metrics

+ Single point of reference for business and technical staff

Designed for humans

Provide your users with an accessible view  
of your blockchain applications and assets

https://w3l.cc/cosell

